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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Purpose of the study 
One of the problems confronting hospitals today is the 
patient who resists discharge contrary to medical advice. 
Assuming that the average well-adjusted person wishes to 
return to community life after receiving maximum hospital 
benefits, how are we to explain the resistance shown by 
many patients when faced with the prospect of discharge? 
The tenacity with which these people cling to the hospital 
would indicate the degree of anxiety they have associated 
with discharge - it would seem that they view this as a 
threatening situation. 
In this area, social service has a contribution to 
make not only to help patients return to a satisfying life 11 
in the community but also to help hospitals maintain satis- 11 
factory utilities necessary for the acute ill. Resistance 
to discharge on the part of patients means that full utili- ! 
zation of hospital bed space and of doctors services is not 
II 
being made. To the ward doctor, who of recent years has I 
been charged with the responsibility of insuring treatment 
of the "whole" person, discharge resistance poses a problem 
fully as important as the physical maladjustment of the 
patient. The social worker who is directly concerned with 
1. 
r 
problems of this nature is faced with a dual responsibili~: 
as a representative of the hospital she must keep in mind 
the necessity for early discharge; she also has a responsi-
bility to the patient. She must be able to determine the 
factors involved in their resistance and be able to help 
them move from the hospital. 
The purpose of this study is to present a profile of 
patients resisting discharge at the Boston veterans Ad-
mi nis tration Hos pital with the ob ject of determining some 
of the factors involved in their resistance as well as some 
of the problems the Social Service Department is faced with 
in working with these patients. The group will be examined! 
I 
in relation to four phases: 1) their medical status, 2) 
their socio-economic status, 3) the main factors contrib-
uting to their resistance, and 4) the role of the social 
worker in h el ping these patients to move from the hospital. ! 
I 
Examination of the medical status of these patients 
would necessarily lead to questions concerning their diag-
nosis, treatment, and the state of their physical condition! 
at the point of discharge from the hospital. Related to 
the socio-economic status of these patients would be 
questions concerning their age distribution, marital status, 
occupational status, and living arrangements. 
In determi n ing the factors contributing to the i r re-
si stance i t will be important to have knowledge of the 
2. 
medical, social and emotional needs of these patients in 
relation to discharge planning . It will also be necessary 
to know if these needs are being more adequately met in the 
hospital than they could be met in the community. 
The social worker, in order to help these patients 
move from the hospital must concern herself with the whole 
problem of resistance to discharge and what it means to the 
individual patient. She must be able to determine the II 
factors contributing to this resistance and to know how she 
can be of help to these people. 
Scope of the Study 
Only those patients known to student social workers 
at the Boston Veterans Administration Hospital from Sep-
tember 1, 1953, to May Jl, 195~. , where in the treatment, 
resistance to discharge was a significant factor, were 
selected for this study. It was believed that by the use 
of student records much needed information was more apt to 
be available due to the more detailed manner in which these 
cases are recorded~ The total number of patients with this I 
problem came to twenty-five, twenty-four of whom were males 
and one female. All of the patients had been given treat-
ment on the medical and/or surgical wards and all had been 
discharged before the study was undertaken. 
J. 
Sources of Data 
seven of the patients studied .were known during the 
period of September, 1953 to May, 1954. These cases were 
selected from the monthly statistical sheets. This sample 
can not be considered to have too much value, because al-
though resistance to discharge may have been a problem in 
many cases only those in which this was recorded as being 
such were available for study. 
The remaining eighteen patients were known during the 
period of September, 1954 to May, 1955. This sample may 
be considered to be of more value as the student social 
workers knew of this study beforehand and were able to give ' 
the writer all their cases where resistance to discharge 
was a significant factor. They were available for the 
writer to confer with in the event any information other 
than what had been recorded was needed. This was of great 11 
assistance in classifying the material gathered. 
Limitations of the study 
As has been mentioned before part of the sample chosen I 
had less value as a study because the writer had to rely on I 
recorded information for selection of the sample. Also, 
the number of patients found who resisted discharge could 
not be considered representative as only those patients 
known to the student social workers were chosen for study. 
4· 
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Possibly some of the casework results would have differed 
had exp erienced social workers worked with these patients. 
This study is concerned with resistance to discharge 
at the Boston veterans Administration Hospital and the 
findings may not be -applicable to resistance found in other 
community hospitals. The limited number of patients studied 
precludes this. Also, the sample chosen was- from the medi-
cal and surgical services and those patients fr om the neuro-
psychiatric division were excluded so that no conclusions 
may be drawn concerning patients resisting discharge in 
p sychia tric hospitals. 
Another limitation is that the case records are for 
treatment rather than research so much valuable and needed 
information could not be found. Also, the Social Service 
Department has little information as to the adjustment of 
the patient after discharge. This limits the evaluation 
of the success of the services rendered by the social 
workers. Sometimes the patient or the doctor may g ive some 
information to the social worker when the patient returns 
for follow-up examinations at the hosp ital. An a g ency to 
which the patient has been referred may a lso relay informa- l 
tion concerning his adjustment. In general however, social ! 
service is not informed of the adjustment of the patient in 
the community. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY 
The Patient 
One of the unique professional contributions of social 
work to the hospital is the individualizing of the patient 
in his emotional, social, and environmental setting as well 
as the individualizing of the patient with a medical problem 
in a hospital. The social worker must have a working knowl-
edg e of the effect that hospitalization may have on his 
life before, during , ~nd after discharge to the home to 
which he must return. The meaning to the patient of his 
hospitalization is important to the casework er, a s i s hi s 
feeling and that of his family about returning to life in 
the c ormnuni ty. 
A person in a hosp ital is ill. When a person is ill, 
much of his physi c a l and emotional energy goes into the 
f ight he is having wi th his disea se. Be cause of t h is h e 
may not be a-..var·e of his surroundi ngs or the people c aring 
for him. 
Suddenly, with the onset of an illne ss, a 
number of situations which were previously highl y 
important lose their potenc y . The person ' s world 
becomes small ••• In this respect, then, the sick 
p erson's world becomes remarkably like that of an 
infant, and the behavior resulting from these as-
pects of his situation is ne ces sari l y infantile, 
too. 
There are other respects in which the sick 
6. 
p erson's world approxima t e tha t of an infant. Hi s 
s ocial world becomes e go-c e ntric ••.• 
• • • Th e h ealthy p er s on i s almos t totally 
una-vmre of hi s own physiolog ical processes, but 
the s i c k p er son often su ffe rs pain a n d di scomfort. 
Even minor v ari a tions in t emper a ture, d i g estion, 
pulse, elimina tion, etc. a re f rought with great 
significance and hence become the center of at-
tention. In comparison with external events, 
these inward happening s are of paramount concern. • • 
Since the sick adult 1 s situation is like that 
of an i nfant in these thr e e respects - h i s world 
i s small, it is e gocentric, and internal behavior 
determiners have a dominant potency - infantile 
behavior of the follov-ring sorts is inevitable: 
1. The person 's interests will become rela-
tively narrow; • • • 
2. The ill person will become relatively 
dominating , intolerant and selfish •. 
3. At certain stages in his illness, the 
patient will become apathetic and dis-
interested, • • • 
4. The ill p erson will become dependent and 
insecure. • • • 
5. Th e ill person will become hypochondri-
acal . • . .1 
Since t hi s exper i ence of illne ss and hospitalization 
is like that o f a child in h is emotional life and behavior, 
the patient is emotionally separated and isolated from his 
previous a dult lif e in the community. This separation and 
e xperien ce tha t hos p italization entails has a definite 
1. Roger G. Bark er, Beatrice A . Wright , I\1ollie R . 
Gonic k , Adjustment to Physical Handicap and Illness: A 
s urve of the Socfar-Ps~chology of Physique and DisabTlity 
Social Science Researc Council, Bulletin 5~1946), pp. 
240-242. 
bearing on the patient's reaction to discharge. If the 
patient finds it p leasant to r e turn to the life of his 
childhood, if he finds illness an excuse for his inade-
quacies and a rel e ase from his responsibilities, he probably 
1,v-ill r e sist discharge and dread returning to the community 
where he will be expected to function as an adult again. 
Th e medical social worker should know how the patient 
has reacted to this hosp italization as well as to past 
traumaticc situations in order to understand hoH the patient 
may react to discharge. Harriet Bartlett comments on this 
subject in connection with a case illustration as follows: 
This case shows a phenomenon on which we have 
previously commented in connection with various 
types of acute need in sick persons, the curve of 
need, rising to a point of greatest dependency and 
gradually lessening as the patient moves back to-
ward his normal degree of self-sufficiency. This 
i s characteristic of regression in acute illness. 
It is important for the me dical social worker to 
understand what is g oing on, to know at what stage 
in the curve the patient is at any one time, and 
to adjust her treatment to his changing needs.2 
A patient may not have reached a degree of self-
sufficiency to enable him to make the decisions necessary 
for planning at the time of di s charge. A social 1rwrk er 
should know why this is difficult from his hospital exper~nre 
2. Harriett M. Bartlett, Some Aspects of Social 
caseHork in ~ Medical . settinr ( Prep ared for the-committee 
on Functions, American As soc ation of r~ edical social lflorkers, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1940), p . 132. 
8. 
and the life to which he is to return . It is often diffi-
cult to determine what the basic personality of a patient 
is because of this tendency for regression in the hospital 
situation, but a social worker needs to have some idea of 
his adult personality in order to adequately judge the 
patient's emotional needs in relation to discharge planning . 
The regul~ted life and routine of the hospital can be a 
soothing experience for the patient in contrast to the 
activity that the community demands. Be ing the center of 
attention and care by the hospital staff may be very satis-
fying to him and he may find comfort in being considered by 
the medical staff as a case of particular interest. A 11 
person may also be gratified to associate with other people 
who are sick where he may find status by the type and seri-
ousness of his disease. He may find in the hospital staff 
authoritative people who will take the responsibility of 
telling him what to do, relieving him of the need of de-
cision. The comfort of the hospital living may be cher-
ished experience in contrast to a deprived community life. 
The patient may also find meaning in the association with 
the hospital personnel that he is loath to give up to re-
turn to community living. 
The Social Science Research Council again sugg ests 
some o f the meaning of discharge to the patient. 
Every person who has experienced long 
illness and slow convalescence will have some 
motivation for cling ing to the simple, secure 
world in 1--J"hich he has been dominant. The problem 
which faces him is in many way s like that which 
faces the adolescent. Just a s t he latter wants 
adult freedoms, t h e convalescent wants to return 
to the satisfactions and free dom of the healthy . 
On the other hand, the 1-vorld of the heal thy adult 
now seems new and strang e and the convalescent is 
filled with the conflicts and resistance which are 
felt by anyone entering an important new situation. 
The pressures to cling to the familiar and safe, 
though unadventurous , life of the invalid are una-
voidably stron~, just as the pressures upon the 
adolescent to cling to his childhood role are strong. 
In both cases, some do not make the transition.3 
The patient 's hos pitalization resembles some emotional 
experience of childhood, and his discharge is like the ex-
perience of emergence from the family that comes in adoles-
cence. This is certainly an important factor for the case-
work er to realize in order to be of service to the patient 
in tak ing up h i s life i n the community again . rt is also 
important for the casework er to help other hospital person-
nel concerned with the patient to become interested and 
aware of these factors. A plan arrived at for a patient 
which seems to be adequate for his needs, but has not taken ! 
into account his reaction to the separation from the hospi- I' 
tal may be of no use to the patient . A knmvledge of the 
patient's reaction to the hosp ital is important to deter -
mine his readiness to move back into the community. 
3. Roger G. Barker and others , 2E• cit., pp. 243 
and 244. 
10. 
~he Boston Veterans Administration Hospital 
The establishment of the Boston veterans Administration 
Hospital was authorized in September, 1946, after a survey 
by the veterans Administration indicated that additional 
hospital facilities for the care and treatment of v e teran s 
of all wars were needed in the Boston area to supplement 
t he services provided by the vJest Roxbury Hos p ital, and by 
t he cushing General Hos p ital in Framingham. Th e f i nal se-
lection of the site was made in March of 1948 by the Corp s 
o:f Engineers, and construction was started soon a:fterward 
on the six permanent structures. In June, 1952, the entire 
hospi tal was inspected by the Veterans Adminis tration 
En g ineers, and turned over to the Manager o:f the hospital, 
and on July 10, 1952, the :first pa tients :from the ~ est 
Rox bury Hosp ital, which was to b e converted to a cent e r for 
parap le g i c pati ents, ~ere transferred to Boston. On 
July 27, 1952, the hos pital Has formally dedicated. 
Because of the closing o:f the West Roxbury Hospital, 
a nd the reduction o:f operating beds at Cushing General 
Hos pital preparatory to transfer of that unit :from the 
Veterans Administration to the Department of Defense, it 
was necessary to put the Boston Veterans Administration 
Hospital into active use as rapidly as possible~ and to 
this end, the ma jority of staff were drawn from West Roxbu~ 
and Cushing Hos pitals, and combined with other profe ssional 
ll. 
and lay personnel so that a l a r g er number· of patients could 
be adequate ly handled. 
There are 1,200 employee s of the Boston veterans 
Hospital, a pproximately fifty of whom are engaged in s p e cial 
medical research programs, the remainder directly concerned 
Hith the care and treatment of pa tients, and the adminis-
tration of the services of the hosp ital . These include the 
following: the J!Iedi c a l Service, including a special card:i.Bc 
Section, and Allergy Clinic; Surgical Service, including 
Orthopedic, Neurosurgical, Ophthalmology, and Oto-Laryn-
gology Se ctions; Neuropsychiatric Service, including one 
open and two closed wards, and the Neurology section, in-
cluding the National Veterans Epile psy Center , and the 
Aphasia Unit; the Physical "tviedicine Rehabilitation Service, 
including Physical Therapy , occupational Therapy, correc-
tional Therapy, ll[anual Arts Therapy, and Educational Thera -
PY ; the Radiolo gical Service;. the Nursing service; the 
Laboratory Service; the Pharmacy Service; t h e Dietetic 
Service; the Dental Service; and Social Service. The 
Special Research Section includes a Radioiso tope Laboratory, 
I 
the Na tional Veterans Epilepsy Center and the Tumor Clinic. 
In addition to its services as a treatment and research 
center, the hosp ital also maintains a training pro gram for 
student doctors, psychol ogis ts, and social workers . Be-
lieving that the morale of the patient plays a l arge part 
12. 
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in his recovery, the Veterans Administration has established 
a Special Services Division in its hospitals. The mission 
and purpose of this division is to 11 help the patient ge t 
well. 11 4 Spe cial services provides a co-ordinated prog ram 
including canteen, recreational, libraby, and chaplaincy 
services, and an active volunteer program. 
This, then, is the setting in which the patients to be ' 
studied received treatment. 
The Veteran patient 
The veteran as a patient goe s through the same experi-
ence with the same reactions as patient s in other hospitals 
I 
of the type described in the first section of this chapter. 
He has the same ex periences with admission and during his 
hospital treatment. He has the same experience at dis-
charg e. The differences of organization of the veterans 
.Administration b ospital in comparison L<Vith that of the 
community hosp ital have bearing on the veteran's reaction 
to hospitalization and discharge, however. The patient in 
I 
a community hospital regards the hospital as a facility I 
' 
I 
where he pays for service to regain his health. He may be ~ 
critical of the treatment and 
as quickly and efficiently as 
anxious that it be terminated ~ 
possible so that the expense 
I 
4- The J-1 inu te Nan, Vol. I X, p . 28. 
ll 
I 
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will be less. In many cases health insurances do not cover 
the entire expense of' hospitalization. If the patient does l 
not have the money to pay , he considers himself sub ject to 
charity and is d e sirous of getting off aid, e i ther public 
or private , as soon a s possible . The veteran, however, is 
elig ible for free hospitaliz ation in a Veterans Adminis -
tration hospital because he served his country in wartime . 
He feels that the services of the Veterans Administration 
are an earned right . This f e eling is shared frequ ently by 
his family. He put himself at the disposal of the govern-
ment at a period when he was needed . This meant that he 
was separated from his family , friends , associates and the 
pursuits he was following to build his future. These con-
siderations make the Veterans Administration ' s services a 
right rather than anything sugg esting charity or welfare . 
The veteransAdministration as well as the entire community 
often times fosters this feeling so that no one is critical 
of his use of these services . Most veterans , therefore , 
accept these service s without que stion . 5 ' 6 
The financial pressure from the cost of hospitali-
za tion has been eliminated to a great extent for the veter 
5. Qmar N. Bradley, "The Veterans Administration, " 
National Conference of Social Work, 1946 . 
6. Elizabeth H. Ross, "social Work ' s Responsibili-
ty for Veterans," National Conference of Social work, 1946. 
in a veterans Administration hosp ital and he is able to 
accept this without question, thus being less anxious for 
an early discharg e than in a community h ospital. If other 
pressures from the life situation he has left are not too 
pressing, he may be inclined to hold to the convenience of 
hospital life where his needs may be satisfied to a greater 
de gree than in the community. The group living experi ence 
with food and lodging provided may give the veteran patient 
more of the conveniences of life than his co~munity life 
offers him. Recreation is often provided and his living 
expenses may be far below those he must pay outside. The 
lack of financial pressure, then, may make him less in-
clined to move back into the community. 
r 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PATIENTS STUDIED 
The data presented in this chapter wa s collected from 
the social servi ce and medical records. The material wi ll 
b e divided into three sections: 1) medic a l data_, 2) socio-
economic data, and 3) social service data that is of sig -
nificance regarding resistance to discharge. 
As can be seen in Table I, f ive of the patients studied 
had disorder s of p sychogenic orig in. One might suspect in 
cases of this kind that resistanc e to discharge 1-.rould b e I 
relate d to their diagnosis. The very reasons that brought 11 
these pat ients to the hospita l may be acting as factors in 
keeping them there. 
Among the remaining patients, three had illne sses whkh 
are believed by some to have strong emotional components _, II 
name l y , those patients tha t had neurodermatitis, ulcerative I 
col i tis and malignant h y pertension. Some writers believe 
that me n having neurodermatitis a re people -vJith strong 
feeling s of inadequacy-- that p eop l e having u lcerative co-
litis have conflic ting needs to achieve some t h ing in life 
but at the same time to be dependent with the ultimate 
result that both desires are frustrated. Certainly men 
with strong feeling s of inadequacy and desires to be de -
pendent could alleviate some of t heir t ension by becoming 
lb. 
TABLE I. 
DIAGNOSES OF PATIENTS STUDIED 
Diagnosis~~ No . of · a tients 
A. Diseases of p sycho-biologic unit : ....... .. ....... 5 
1 . Disorders of p s y chogeni c orlg ln or 
without clearly define d physical 
caus e or structural change in brain .. 4 
2 . Chroni c alcoholism ........ . ...•..... . l 
B . Diseases of uroc;enita1 system: ..... .. .... ... . .... 1 
1 . c arcinoma of b l adder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
c. Dis eases of the skin: .... .. ......... .... ... ...... 1 
1. Neuroder matitis ........ . ........ . ...• 1 
D. Diseases of cardio -vascul ar system: •......•....•• 1 
1. ~1ali gnant hyper t ensi on . •.... . . ..• ..•. l 
E . Dise ses of endocrine system:. ............. . .. . .. 2 
1. Diabetes mellitus . ...... . ............ 2 
F. Diseases of the body as a whole: .•.. . ... .. ...•..• 2 
1 . }'1alnutri t :lon •.•...................•.• 1 
2. Canc er of abdomen ... .. .. .... .....•..• l 
G. Diseases of h emic a..n.d lymphat i c systems :......... 3 
1 . Sprue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Let:tkemia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
3. Pernicious anemi a . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • l 
H. Disease s of O.igestive system: ••... •...••.....•..• 5 
1. Abscess on pancreas .•••..•.•••••..•.• 2 
2. Cirrhosis of liver •••..••..•••.••..•• l 
3. s tricture of esophagus ...........•.•. l 4· Ulcerative colitis .... ..... .........• l 
I. Diseases of nervous system:...................... 3 
1. Epilep sy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Cerebral a rterios clerosis •••....•.••• l 
3. Cerebral vascular disease ........•••. 1 
J. Diseases of mus cu lo-sk eletal system: .•....•....•• 2 
1. Fracture of hip .••.•..•............•• l 
2. Fracture of nose •.......•.•...•.•.•.• l 
Total patients ••..... 25 
-><-Tab le prepared with the use of the Standard Nomencla-
ture of Diseases and Operations , A . ri . A., 1952. 
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ill and being hospitalized where it would be socially ac -
ceptable to be dependent. 
Of the remaining seventeen patients, two had illnesses ! 
whi ch were direct results of p ersonality disorders. One of 
these patients had a stricture of the es ophagus which r e -
sulted from an a ttemp t ed suicide by swallowing lye. The 
other patient had cirrhosis of the liver resulting from 
chronic alcoholism. 
Another patient had epilepsy and it was felt in this 
case that his seizures may have been able to be brought 
under control if h e had been a more stable personality. 
I 
Four patients had cancer and one might expect in cases 1 
of this kind to find s ome resista nce to leaving the pro-
tective a tmosphere of the hospital. 
Seven more pat ients had a lcoholism li sted as s e condary 
diagnoses a nd among the to tal s m1p le, ten pa t ients had thi s l 
as a secondary diagnosis. J 
In swmnary , fifteen of t he t wenty - five patients studied' 
had diagnoses that may have b een related to their reluct-
ance to leave the hospital. 
In Table I I, 32 per cent o f the patients studied had 
surg ery. One migh t expect in c a s e s of this kind to find 
resistance on the par t of the patients to leave the hospi-
tal especially if p arts of the body had been removed, and 
six of the eight patients studied had parts removed. 
18 . 
TABLE II. 
HA JOR l-1EDICAL TREAT:r-ffiNT RECEIVED IN THE 
HOSPITAL BY PATIENTS STUDIED 
Treatment 
surgery 
Hedica tion{*' 
Diagnostic examination 
Total patients 
No . of patients 
8 
13 
4 
25 
~~.tiedica tion - drugs, x - ray treatment, 
transfusions, intravenous feedings, 
physical therapy. 
patients of this kind might feel that they v-rere not "whole" 
persons and might wonder if they could now function ade-
quately. Many patients who have undergone surgery have 
fears of dying and feel very dependent upon the doctor. 
They do not want to be removed from this person in whom 
they have invested all responsibility for their welfare. 
Among the four patients who received only diagnostic 
examinations while in the hospital, all were people who had l 
disorders of psychogenic origin. These Here men who because 
of their own personality structuroo would have difficulties 
in leaving the hospital. For evidence of this one might 
look to the combination of factors that brought them here. 
Among these four patients, one was a borderline para-
noid schizophrenic with strong dependency needs which were 
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not being met prior to his hospitalization. Another was a 
sixty-three year old f'armer who work ed very hard and came 
to the h ospital periodically to b e "built up". He did not 
f'eel able to work as hard as he had but because of' age 
could not change positions or retire. The doctors f'elt 
his coming to the hospital was the only way open to him to I 
have a rest without loss of' income or job. The third 
patient was a f'if'ty-f'ive year old separated man who was 
using his complaints as a means of' having his dependency 
needs met. The writer would like to add at this point that 
none of' these p atients were consciously aware of' the dy-
namics b ehind their behavior . Thi s man had children vJ'ho 
took no interest in him, was separated f'rom his wif'e and 
derived relatively little satisf'action f'rom his work. The 
f'ourth patient had been seen by a p sychiatrist. The latter 
believed the patient was def'ending himself' against anxiety 
by developing symptoms. As long as these symptoms remained 
the p atient f'elt he should be hospitalized and removal of' 
the se symptoms could have po ss ibly p roduced a psychotic 
e p isode. 
The combined total of' those patients who received 
surgery and those who had only diagnostic examinations was 
~. 8 per cent of' the patients studied. 
As can be seen f'rom Table III, over one-half' or 56 per 
cent of' the patients studied are classif'ied in groups other 
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than that entitled improved . one might expect that the · 
greates t number of pati ents resisting discharge vmuld be 
p eop le whos e phy s i c a l conditions have not obviously i..mproved. 
TABLE III. 
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF PATI ENTS 
AT POI NT OF DI SCHAR GE 
Condi tion No. of Patients 
Improved ll 
Improved but with resultant handicap 8 
same as upon admission 4 
Unimproved wi th resultant handicap 2 
Total pat ients 25 
Among those eight veterans whose physical condition had 
been i mproved but who had resultant handicap s, four had 
surgery . Among these four patients , one had his bladder 
removed from cancer and had to void through his rectum for 
the rest of h is life . Another had a sympathectomy and in 
t he future l.vould have to avoid s train of all kind . The 
third patient had a stricture of the esophagus and had a 
tracheotomy and part of his stomach r emoved. The l as t 
patient had u lcerative colitis. He had a bowel resection 
a nd had to wear an ileostomy bag. Resi s tance to di scharg e 
among these patients would be exp ec ted . 
Among t he r emaining four veterans whose phys ica l con-
dit ions had been improved but who had resultant handicaps ., 
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one had neurodermatitis that covered his entire body. This 
is a disease that is d ifficult to treat as not too much is 
known about its cause. It is believed by some to be a 
ps y chosomatic illness but this is not generally accepted. 
Th is boy h a d been in the hosp ital for a p eriod of eight 
months and had not responded to treatment. When he Has 
discharged his physical _condition was characterized by 
running lesions and itching sensations . Because of this 
he found it difficult to walk and just as difficult to wear- 1 
clothing because of grease that had to be applied to hi s 
body. Another patient had a fractured hip and when he le.ft
1 
the h ospi tal could vmlk only 1.vi th the aid of cru tches. The 
third patient had poster o-latera l s clerosi s and a lso could 
not vmlk except with the aid of cru tches when he was dis-
charged. The last patient had cerebral arteriosclerosis 
with resultant paralysis of the hand. 
Among those p atients listed as unimproved, both were 
in terminal stages of cancer-- and both k n ew their diagnosjs. 
one patient required period ic blood transfusions. The 
othe r p atient Has b ed:-ridden, h ad to be fed and cared for. 
It wa s medically recommended that both these patients be 
discharged to a nursing home a lthough neither patient 
favored this p lan Bnd requested to return home . 
Those four pat i ents whose conditions vJere listed a s 
the same as upon admission all had illnesses that 1-lere 
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psycho g enic in origin. 
one might expec t to find among the eleven patients 
classified as improved, little or no resista nce to dis -
charge, however, this was not a f inding in the s tudy of 
this particular group. Among these eleven patients , seven 
were chronic alcoholics. Perhaps these men resisted dis-
ch arge because their dependency needs ~-1ere being met in 
the h ospital . The alcoholism however, was secondary to tbe
1 
illness for which they were initially admitted . Two of 
the seven patients were diab e tics, one had cirrhosis of 
the liver, ona h a d a fractured nose, one suffered from 
malnutrition and another had undergone five operations for 
a p erforation of the splenic fle xure of the colon . This 
particular man feared he may have had cancer. The remain-
ing patient was initially admitted because of alcoholism. II 
Among the remaining four p a t i ents · listed as improved, t 
one had e pilepsy , a chronic illness and much of his reluct- 11 
ance to l e ave the h ospital is understandable . Another I' 
patient had sp rue and was a very dependent person. He did 
not 11-1ant to leave the h ospital becaus e he feared he would 
not be abl e to 11 mak e out 11 • He had a lon g history of im-
prisonments prior to his hospitalization. The third 
patient had had surg ery, removal of an abscess from his 
pancreas. His diagnosis had not been determined for some 
t ime after his amQission and he feared when the diagnosis 
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was final ly es tablished that the doctors had erred in t h eir 
de cision. The fourth pat ient was a dependent, paranoid 
person wi th a sthma who had been confined to institutional 
livin g a goo d part of h is life. He was not able to return 
to the domicile in which he had been living and feared 
returning t o community life where he would have to assume 
responsibility for h imself. 
In summary, in fourteen of the twenty-five patients 
studi ed resistance to discharge appears to have been re -
lated to thei r phy sica l conditions at the point of dis-
charge. This i'I)'OUld almost be e xpected 1r.rhere so many pa-
tients had handicaps resulting from their illnesses. This 
would p robab l y mean a great deal in terms of their future 
e mployability. 
rt can be seen from Table IV that 36 per cent of the 
patients studied were not able to return to the same type 
of work and 28 pe r cent could never work again, a total of 
6Lf per cent who f a ced a problem of ad justment in this area. 
This may have accounted for some of the resistance to dis-
charge pl anning . 
rt is interestin g to note that among those patients 
listed as unemployed prior to hospitalization, approximate-
ly 72 per cent 1v e re medi cally employable . Among these 
pat ients, t wo had severe personality disturbances , one 
having attempted sui c ide two years prior to his hospitali -
zation and t he remaining .five were chronic a lcoholi cs vlith 1 
irregular work histories. 
TABLE IV. 
MEDI CAL E'VALUA TION OF PATIENTS El\'IPLOYABILITY 
Eva luation 
Employed patients 
1 . Able to return to same work 
2. Able to -v;rork but must change 
occupation 
3. Vocationally unrehabilitable 
Unemployed patients 
1. Able to return to same work 
2. Able to work but must change 
occupation 
3. Vocationally unrehabilitable 
Retired patients 
1. Able to return to same work 
2. Able to work but must change 
occupation 
3. Vocationally unrehabilitable 
Total: patients 
No . o.f patients 
5 
3 
1 
3 
5 
3 
1 
1 
3 
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one might expect that in cases Hhere patients would 
continue to have contact with the hospital .for .follow-up 
treatment, there would be less resistance to discharge. 
Among the twenty-.f i v e patients studied, thirteen planned 
to be .followed .for various l engths o.f time by the hospital 
and in twelve o.f the cases, tre atment had been terminated 
at the p oint of discharge. Among these twelve patients, 
six were alcoholics who are commonly considered to be de-
p endent personalities and who might be expected to have 
resistance to discharge . It might be interestin g to note 
here that among all the alcoholics in this sample , none 
craved alcohol during their hosp ital stay perhaps becau se 
those very needs which were previously being satisfied by 
the use of alcohol were now being met in the hosp ital. Of 
the remaining six patients not p lanning to be followed by 
the hosp ital, four were veterans who had illnesses of 
p s y chog enic origin, one was an epileptic and the last was 
a p atient in h i s terminal stage of cancer. 
one mi ght also ex pect to find a relationship between 
the extent of a patient's understanding of his illness and 
his f eeling s about his tree.tment i n the hospital . For 
purp oses of this study the definitions of terms used in 
Table v haYe been: defi.aed by the author as follows: 
1. Positive attitude - expressions of general satis-
f action towards treatment , results of it and 
towards tho s e who a dmini s ter treatment and · 
o t h er hosp ital personnel with whom the patient 
may have come in contact. 
2. _Je g ative attitude - expre ssion o f general dis-
contentment towards treatment, r e sults of it, 
and towards those who administer treatment 
and other hospital personnel with v-rhom the 
patient may have come in contact. 
3. Ambivalent attitude - expressions of both specif-
ic satisfactions and specific discontentment . 
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TABLE V. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PATIENTS UNDERSTANDING OF 
TB:EI R ILLNESSES AND FEELINGS ABOUT THEIR 
TREATHENT IN THE HOSPITAL 
At titude Diagnosis 
towa rds Kno1rm Unkn01.-vn Known but 
Hosp ital to to Not Accep ted 
patient Patient by patient 
Ne gative 5 1 6 
Positive 12 
Ambival ent 1 
Total . 1 7 l 7 
Total 
12 
12 
l 
25 
As seen from the above table the majority of patients 
kneH their diagno sis a nd amon g these approximately 70 per 
cent had po sitive feeling s about their treatment received 
in the hosp ital . It would be expecte d that a patient 
resisting discharge would have positive feeling s about t he 
hospital othervdse it wou l d seem they 1--rould be eager to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
le ave . HoHever, i t does seem signifi c ant that just as many 
patients had negativ e f eeling s a bout treatmen.t in the hospi-1 
t a l as did t hose who had po sit i ve fee lings. 
Among the t welve patients class ified a s having negat ive 
feel ing s , one d id not k now h is diagnosis and had an oper-
ation without interpr e tati on of its reason as it was p lanned 
unexpectedly. 1rf e mi ght expect that there would be hostility 
,. 
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t owards the ho s p i t al i n a c ase of t his k i nd . I1uch of thi s 
patient ' s resistance to di scl.1arge may h ave been based on 
fear rather t han on a need to stay in a d~pendent s itu-
ation. S ix o f the pa t i e n t s having nee;a ti ve a tt i t ude s were 
told their diagnosi s but i t vJas no t a cc epted by them . Four 
o f thes e pat ients had s e v e re pe rs onality disorde r s a nd the 
e x istence of s ympt oms 1--ra s a de fens e for t h em agains t ar1xie-
_ I 
ty . Th e y were unable to B.ccep t the .fact there was nothing 
physic a lly wrong vri th them becau s e their SJiTrlptoms were jl 
s a t isfyi ng cert a in needs and an y a ttempt to all evi a te t he se 
symptoms \va s c on s i dered a threat a nd was met v-rith mu ch 
host ility. Of the remaining -tvJo patients, one was a twen~-
f our yes.r old boy wi t h neurodermatitis v.rho se physical con-
dition had never b een brought unde r control a nd from t h e 
b eginning ther e was n o t much h op e f or its b e ing brought 
under control . He h a d very strong de p endency n eeds ~nd 
I' was fee l ing reje cted by the doctors ~rrho were a n xious f or 
h i s dis charge a s well a s by his parents who did not want 
h im h ome . Be c aus e he f e lt r e j e cted h e bec ame e x tremely 
ho s tile and an tag onis tic t o those concerned wi th h i s c ar·e. 
The o t he r patient' s negative fee ling s c ould be expl ain ed I 
on t he basis that he 1..J a s ·a paranoid persona lity, felt every-
one wa s against h i m an d t h i s jus t if ied h is feeling s of 
hostility towards others . 
F ive of the pati ents who knew their diagnoses and 
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accepted them had negative feelings about their treatment 
in the hospi tal. Among these patients, three were con-
sidered to be paranoid personalities and one VIas an alco -
holic. These are personaliti es who are commonly accepted 
as being dependent people . In the case of the alcoholic, 
much of his hosti lity might b e explained by the fact that 
the h ospital offer s an outside contr ol against his need to 
drink with resultant feeling s of hostili ty on his part 
t o1.vards this control. The hostile feelings apparent in the 
paranoid personal ity resul ts from many years of feeling 
rejected and let dovm by thos e on whom he ,,.fished to depend , 
and the hospita l is an example of another t hing upon which 
he wishes to depend. The fifth patient was an epilepti c 
described by the psychiatr•ist as being a passive - aggressive 
personality. Huch of his hos tility toward s the hospi tal 
coul d also be explained on the basis of his p ersonality 
structure. 
In Table VI, the l argest nmnber of patients, 9 or 36 
per cent were hospi t a l ized for a period from thirty - one to 
ninety days. The medi an l ength of hospitalization of the 
patient s s tudied was ninety-three days or approximately 
three months. This 1-vould be expected as this is a general 
and not a chronic hospital. One might expect t o find among 
patients resisting discharge that their leng th of hospital 
stay would b e considerabl y longer than average. It might 
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TABLE VI. 
LENGTH OF HOS PITAL STAY 
Leng th of Time No. of Patients 
0 t o l e ss than 31 days 
31 to less than 91 days 
91 to less than 151 days 
151 to l e ss than 211 days 
211 to l e ss than 271 days 
271 days and over 
Total patients 
2 
9 
3 
6 
4 
1 
25 
seem that they would have had to be remove d from co~munity 
living a considerable leng th of time in order to have a 
fe a r of moving back into this community. However, this 
t a ble does not indicate that these; patients 1r1ere hospi-
t a l i z e d f or any unusual leng th of time. 
Socio-Economic Data 
Th e i nformation p r e sented in this section will deal 
with socio-economic factors wh ich the author feels may be 
re l a t e d to the resistance of patients to discharge. 
As shoHn in Table VII, tHenty of the patients studied, 
or 80 per cent Here above the a g e of forty. The greatest 
number of patients, 60 per cent, were between the a g es of 
forty-one and sixty. This group tends toward the middle 
a g e g roup with the median a g e about fifty. It is interest-
i n g to note the small number of patients r e sisting dis cha~ 
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b e low the a ge of thirty-one, and. t he mar ke d increase there-
after until the age of sixty. 
TABLE VII. 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS STUDIED 
Years No. of Patients 
20 to 30 years 1 
31 to 40 years 4 
41 to 50 years 7 
51 to 60 years 8 
61 to 70 years 5 
Total patients 25 
These are a group of men who because of their age, 
v.rould be expected to have a fairly stable position in life, 
making plans for security in their later years . The prob-
lem of the age distribution in this group, then, concerns 
the older man who is passing through the most productive 
years of his life and must look forward to the problems of 
increasing age . 
Of the t1..renty-five patients studied t1r1enty-four vJere 
of the male sex and one was of the female sex . Therefore, 
no justifiable conclusions may be drawn concerning the 
female veteran patient resisting dis charge . 
In reviewing the marital status of those under con-
sideration in Table VIII, it was found that the greatest 
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number are in the single category, 9 or 36 per cent. Al-
though population fi gu~es show that the largest group of 
males are single, it seems significant in this group since 
the median age of the group is around fifty while in the 
general population it is twenty- nine. The eeneral popu-
lation figures include many of the younger men \.Vho have not 
yet married while the composition of this group indicates II 
that ~os t are well beyond the usual age of marriage.l This 
indicates that the older unattached male is "rell represented 
in thi s group of veterans . 
TABLE VIII. 
MARITAL STATUS OF PATIENTS STUDIED 
Status 
Married 
Single 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Legally separated 
Total patients 
No. of patients 
5 
9 
3 
4 
4 
25 
The single, divorced, separated, and widowed veterans 
11 constitute about 80 per cent of the veterans studied. Theoo 
men are often without a family home to which to return to 
lation 
1. Sixteenth Census of the United States, Popu-
Vol. 2, part 1. 
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and do not have relatives to help them plan for discharge. 
The young single man may have parents with whom he resides . 
but the elderly man often does not. Planning for the elde~ 
ly man must usually include arrangements for a place to 
stay and, if his illness is such that his activity is 
limited or care is necessary, it often is difficult to find 
a home for him. 
The problem of planning with the married veteran is 
certainly not to be minimized. The breadwinner's illness 
is bound to affect the income, relationships, and much of 
the every-day living of his family. on returning home he 
must take up his responsibilities and there probably will 
be financial obligations that will add pressure to these 
responsibilities. If he must spend a longer time away from 
his work than his time in the hospital this situation will 
be further complicated. 
The vlri ter believes that the problems presented above 
may be factors related to a patient 's desire to remain in 
the hospital. 
It is noticeable from Table IX that 72 per cent, almost 
three -fourths of the patients studied were living alone 
prior to their hospitalization. Among the s e patients the 
greatest number were living in rooming houses. This might 
indicate that these patients would have increased resist-
ance to discharge presupposing they had to give up their 
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rooms upon admission to the h ospital. This might also 
indicate that t hes e men might not have had the satisraction 
that comes from having relatives and friends and that t h ese 
needs having been met in t he hos pital would enhan c e a pa-
tient• s resistance to discharge. 
TABLE I X. 
LIVING ARRANGEMENTS OF PATIENTS STUDIED 
PRIOR TO HOSPITALIZATION 
Household 
Composition Apartment 
Alone 
Patient and 
spouse 
Patient and 
pare n ts 
patient and 
other 
rele_tives 
Total 
patients 
--''-
6 
2 
8 
Type of Dwelling 
Rooming Patient's Other Ac-
House own Home commodations* 
7 5 
2 
2 
1 
7 2 8 
Total 
18 
4 
2 
1 
25 
~Other ac co~modations - hotel , institution, parent 's 
home , relative's home. 
Among the remaining patients living alone, only six 
were maintaining their own apartments. Two of these men 
were retired, receiv ing retirement checks , two were unem-
ployed receiving government disability checks, one was em-
ployed and one had been unemployed because of illness and 
was living on savings. These men in spite of their ages 
and physical handicaps were able to maintain some degree of 
responsibility although they were in the minority. One 
might wonder in cases of this kind if the hospital setting 
might be the prime factor involved in a patient•s resist-
ance to discharge. People who are ill regress to a state 
of dependency . This is acceptable and to be desired for 
if a person could not allow himself to be dependent, that 
is, to be cared for and to rely upon the authority of the 
doctor and follow his recommendations, this would certainly 
interfere with the patient's progress in the hospital. 
However, those patients who previously had struggled aga~t 
giving in to their dependency needs, feeling it was not 
acceptable, and then came to the hospital where this state 
was not only accepted but fostered, certainly would have 
much resistance to returning to the community where they 
would again be expected to be independent . 
or the remaining five patients who were being housed 
in other accommodations, two had been living in hotels and 
had given up their rooms prior to admission to the hospital. 
The other three patients had been living in veterans domi -
ciles. Two of these could not return and the other did not 
wish to return feeling that while living in that institution 
he had not received enough attention. All five of these 
patients were veterans who had not had to assume much 
responsibility for themselves for a number of years and any 
plans for suddenly moving into the community would natural-
ly be met with much resistance. 
TABLE X. 
OCCUPATIONS OF PATIENTS BEFORE HOSPITALIZATION 
Number Percentage 
occupations* of of 
Patients Patients 
Employed 9 36 
Clerical and sales 1 
Service occupations 2 
Agricu ltural 1 
Skilled occupations 4 
Semi-skilled 1 
UnemElo;y:ed 11 44 
Professional 1 
service occupations 3 
Skilled occupations 4 
Semi-skille d 1 
unskilled 2 
Retired 20 
Professional 1 
Clerical and sales 2 
Skilled 2 
Total patients 25 100.00 
~~Table prepared with the use of the Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles 
rrhe largest group represented here were unemployed 
prior to hospita lization . The combined total, 64 per cent, 
of those unemployed and retired is greater than the number 
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who were employed. This would not ordinarily be expected 
considering that the median age of the group is fifty. 
Hmvevel', this finding might be another factor involved in 
a patient 's resistance to discharge. These veterBns, for 
varied reasons were without the satisfactions one usually 
receives from gainful employment. The fact that the majori- 1 
ty of patients were unattached, living alone and without 
employment would lead one to suspect that they may have 
felt quite inadequate and isolated. However, whether these 
feel ings would be precipitating causes or results of being 
alone, unattached and vJi thout employment is a moot question. 
Among those patients listed as unemployed the occu- 11 
pations varied considerably but, in general, indicated that I 
they were in the middle and lower economic groups. Of the 
eleven patients unemployed four had been so because of ill-
ness. The remaining patients were considered to have severe 
personality disorders. one had been incarcerated for five 
years prior to admission here, another had attempted sui-
cide and was unemployable, one was diagnosed as a border-
line paranoid schizophrenic and four were chronic alco-
holies. 
Of the eleven patients listed as ~memployed, eight 
ivere receiving government disability pension checks, two 
were receiving Veterans Services Aid and one had no income. 
It would seem that the fact so many were receiving govern-
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ment pension checks would not serve as a reason for their 
u nemployment in view of the types of patients involved. 
Among the retired patients two were receiving both 
retirement checks and disability checks from the govern-
ment and three were receiving only g overnment pension 
Three of the patients listed a s employed were also r e-
c e iving goverrwent disability pension checks. During their 
hospitalization only two patients sought aid from veterans 
s ervices, the others living on savings accumula.ted from 
work. Three of the nine patients employed were married, 
two divorced, two single, one separated and one was a 
wi dower. 
Social s ervice Data 
This section will present the social service data o n 
the twenty-five patients studied or information gathered 
from social service contacts with these patients. 
In our department, although referrals are accepted 
from anyone within or outside the hospital who is interest-
ed in a patient, the large majority of our referrals come 
from the ward physician. Twenty-four of the twenty-five 
patients studied were referred by the ward doctor. The 
other patient was self-referred. One might wonder here if 
the reason for the small number of self-referred patients 
could be explained on the basis of the patients lack of 
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knowledge concerning the function of the social service 
department or whether he sees social service as a specific 
threat to his desire to remain in the hospital, as social 
-vrorkers are commonly connected with discharge planning in 
a patient t s mind. 
As the majority of referrals were made by the ward 
doctors, Table XI shows the distribution of reasons given 
for the referral of the patient to the social service de-
partment. 
T BLE XI. 
REASON FOR REFERRAL TO SOCIAL SERVICE 
Rea son 
casework services 
Discharge planning 
Financial help 
social study 
Other 
Total patients 
No. of Patients 
4 
16 
1 
3 
1 
25 
It can be noted from the above table that 66 per cent 
of the cases being studied were originally referred to 
social service as problems in discharge planning . The re-
mainder of the cases were referred for other reasons but 
during the course of contact with social service these 
patients were also recognized to be problems in discharge 
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planning . Of the sixteen cases originally referred for 
discharge planning by the doctor, ten were considered 
initially to be problems of resistance to discharge. The 
other six were considered to b e routine cases of discharge 
planning but later developed into problems of resistance 
to discharge . This means that of the twenty - five patients 
studied only ten were initially referred because of resist-
ance to discharge. 
TABLE XII . 
LENGTH OF SOCIAL SERVICE CONTACT WITH PATIENTS 
nays No. of Patients 
0 to 30 days 12 
31 to 60 days 3 
61 to 90 days 2 
91 to 120 days 1 
121 to 150 days 2 
151 to 180 days 1 
181 to 210 days 2 
210 days and over 2 
Total patients 25 
Al most half or L~8 per cent of the patients have had 
contact with the social service department for less than 
thirty days. This is to be expected as the patients pre-
sented were from the medical and surgical services where 
the length of hospitalization is generally of a shorter 
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duration than it would be if the patients were from the 
neuropsychiatric division. The brief nature of these con-
tacts has definite implications for the extent of service 
which can be rendered by the medical social worker. This 
will be discussed at greater length in Chapter IV. 
In the case of only two veterans, one day was the time 
between referral and discharge indicating that social serv-h 
ice seldom has to make plans this hurriedly. The other 
ten cases fell in the period of one week to a month and 
three of these were referred for reasons other than dis-
charge planning. 
Among the remaining thirteen patients who had contact 
with social service for a period exceeding thirty days, 
six were considered to be people with long-standing per-
sonality disorders. They were initially referred because 
they were resisting discharge but were allowed to remain 
in the hospital longer than their medical needs required 
to enable the social worker to help them work through their 
negative feelings and to help them make adequate after-care 
plans so as to prevent future unnecessary hospitalizations. 
( 
Two of the thirteen patients were originally referred for 
discharge planning but as their physical conditions unex-
pectedly became worse their discharge was delayed. The 
remaining five patien ts were veterans who suffered with 
illnes ses requiring surgery and were initially referred for 
help with their 'feelings about their illness. Resistance 
to discharge was not a factor until a later period of their 
hospitalization. 
In the majority of the case s studied the family's atti-
tude toward the patient could not be considered in relation 
to his resistance to discharge as eighteen of the patients 
lived alone prior to hospi talization. Among the seven re -
maining patients, four had relatives with pesitive atti -
tudes towards h aving them return home and only three had 
relatives with negative attitudes. Among two of these lat-
ter patients, the attitudes on the part of their families 
may definitely have been related to the patients reluctance 
to leave the hospital. One patient was a twenty-four year 
old boy who had been living with his father and his paternal 
grandmother prior to his hospitalization . His father was 
openly rejecting of him refusing to allow him to return 
home comp laining he was abusive to his grandmother. The 
other patient was a married woman in a terminal stage of 
cancer. Her husband did not want her to return home as she 
needed extensive care which he did not feel able to give 
her . The third patient was an epileptic, a passive-control-
ling person who was living apart from his wife and children 
prior to his hospitalization. His wife was openly rejecting 
of him, did not want him living with her and felt he should 
re turn to live with his atlllt. One might speculate in a case 
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of this kind that a patient's reluctance to leave the hospi-
tal would not be r elated to the fact that his living con-
ditions had differed from what they \vere prior t o his hospi-
talization. In other cases this :fac tor could be seen and 
might have been related to the patients reluctance to leave 
the hospita l. 
Many of the patients studied , because of their ill-
nesses and/or personality s tructures had t o make changes in 
their living a rrangements and empl oyment a nd in some in-
stances had to p l an for convalescent and/or special care 
after discharge from t he hospital. The writer believes that 
these may a ll be factors that would enter into a p atient ' s 
resistance to d i s charge . Hany of the patients studied had 
environmental problems i n more than one of the f ollowing 
areas; h owever , for purposes of t abulation t h e ma j or probl em 
presented will be considered. 
TABLE XIII. 
TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM 
ILLNESSES OF PATIENTS STUDIED 
Problem No . of' Patients 
Employment 
Living conditions 
Convalescent c are p lans 
Nurs ing h ome care 
n o env ironmental problems 
Total pat ient s 
__ ...;.....;;;;= ;;;;;;;;;.;,;;.. __ __..;;;;==;:;;.. -- -
4 
10 
4 
2 
..2 
25 
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As can be seen from this table, 50 per cent of the 
patients faced with a need for making environmental changes 
at the point of discharge had problems in arrangine for 
l i ving conditions other than Hhat prevailed prior to their 
hospitalization. Among these patients, seven gave up their 
r ooms upon admission to the hospital, although five of 
these patients. did not necessarily have to do so as they 
could have afforded to keep their rooms. It is as if these 
patients were planning to find a new home in the hospital. 
The other t wo patients could not h ave afforded to keep their 
rooms during their hospital stay as neither had an income 
of any sort. 
Among the remaining three patients who did n ot give 
up their rooms, two were living in veterans domiciles prior 
to their hospitalization a nd were not allowed to return 
after discharge from this hospital. The other patient had 
been living with his father who refused to allmv him to 
return home after his discharge. 
Of those four patients vJhose major problem is listed 
as employment, one had had surgery 1.vhile in the hospital 
and in view of his physical condition the doctor felt he 
should locate work that would be less strenuous than his 
former job. Ano ther patient had been incarcerated five 
years prior to his hospitalization so that he needed help 
in securing employment. The third patient Nas a chronic 
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alcoholic with cirrhosis of the liver. The doctor recom-
mended in view of this patient's physical condition that he 
should leave his former employment as a bartender . The 
fourth patient who had had an operation for ulcerative coli-
tis was medically able to return to his former job but felt 
h e v.rould prefer a job nearer to his home . 
Those patients listed as having no environmental prob-
lems totaled five . All were considered to have personality 
problems. Tv.ro had illnesses of psychogenic origin, no 
special care had been medi c ally recommended , they had livir.g 
accommodations to which they could return and had no fi-
nancial or employment problems . Another was a chronic alco-
holic who had none of the above listed problems. The fourth 
patient had attempted suicide two years prior to his hospi -
t a lization and since that time had been living in a state 
domicile to which he could return follm.Jing discharge from 
this hospital. The last patient was an epileptic who had 
severe emotional problems. It was noticeable that this 
patient's seizures could often be induced during times of 
emotional crises . He could have returned to live with his 
aunt but pre.ferred to live 1.Ji th his wife from whom he had 
been separated the past three years . He refused to leave 
the hospital until this goal could be attained a l though he 
realized himself the improbability of this happening. 
In summary it may be said that in only twelve cases 
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were there realistic environmental problems facing these 
patients at the point of discharge. However, this is a 
good percentage of the cases studied and may lead one to 
s uspect that much resista.nce on the part of the patients 
studied to discharge could be related to these problems . 
Among tl1e patients studied the reasons given for re -
sisting discharge varied considerably and several had more 
than one reason. However, in examining the case records 
there seemed in every case to be one particular problem in 
relati on to discharge planning which assumed primary im-
portance. The problem which the worker saw as outstanding 
was not always the problem which the patient saw as such. 
It is interesting to note that whereas the patient often 
placed hi s problem outside of himself, for ex ample, onto 
finances or living accommodations, the social worker saw 
many of the p roblems as lying within the patient ' s person-
ality . This is shown in the following table which presents 
a picture of the distribution of medical - social problems 
in the g roup of patients studied. It should be kept in 
mind that these are the outstanding problems and not the 
only problems. In every c ase there existed a combination 
of difficulties which frequently were recognized by both 
patient and worker . The differences lay, in most instances, 
in where the stress was placed . This is important because 
constructive action was usually attempted in the direction 
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of what was considered the major problem. 
TABLE XIV . 
OUTSTANDING REASONS FOR RESISTANCE TO DISCHARGE 
Reasons 
Personality 
Financial 
Employment 
Living acco~modations 
Anxiety about physical 
conditi on 
Total 
As vJorker 
Sees It 
20 
1 
4 
As Patient 
Sees It 
1 
6 
2 
2 
14 
25 
In only four of the twenty-five patients studied did 
t h e worker and the patient view the same reason as the major 
reason in the situation. The patient's personality was 
considered to be a problem in twenty cases. In sixteen of 
these the reasons were related to the patient's dependency. 
one patient exhibited bizarre behavior, another seemed to 
have feelings of extreme inadequacy, one '\IIJas an epileptic 
and considered to be a passive controlling personality. 
Because of his inability to control his seizures his need 
to control was displaced onto the doctors in the form of 
resisting what they wished--his discharge. The last pa-
tient's illness was of psychogenic origin and he had a need 
to have the symptoms he complained of. Removal from the 
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hospital would indicate to him he was not ill and this was 
too much of a threat to him. 
Among those fourteen patients who saw as their major 
problem their physical condition and the difficulties im-
posed on them because of it, four had illnesses of psycho-
genic origin and felt they could not leave the hospital as 
they were not cured, four were considered to be dependent 
personalities, three of whom felt they were not cured, the 
other being concerned about having to return to work and 
not wanting to assume this responsibility. Two were alco-
holics both feeling they were not cured at the point of 
discharge . Another patient who had his bladder removed 
from cancer was a compulsive personality very much con-
cerned with being clean. Following his operation he voided 
through the rectum. Although the doctor felt he was physi-
cally well enough to function by himself and could return 
to living as he had prior to his hospitalization , the pa-
tient was overly concerned with the resul ts of the operation 
feeling it was some thing that i.vas 11 dirty" and that should 
not be discussed. :Huch of this patient 's resistance to 
discharge was related to his own personality structure. 
The remaining three patients underwent surgery during their 
hospitalization. The worker be lieved that much of their 
resistance to leaving \o.ras definitely related to their anxie-
ty about the results of their operations as did these three 
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patients. One was a terminal cancer patient who knew his 
diagnosis, another had an unknown diagnosis for sorne time 
before the doctors discovered an abscess on his pancreas. 
He knew the doctors had difficulties in establishing his 
diagnosis and as a result had much anxiety about the real 
nature of his illness even after the doctors had discovered 
t he abs cess. The third patient had had a sympathectomy and 
lost a good deal of weight . The doctor stressed that a 
change of occupation would be necessary and this seemed to 
increase this patient 's already extreme fear of dying. Much 
of his reluctance to leave the hospital could be related to 
his anxiety about his physi cal condi tion. 
In sQm~ary, in twenty out of the twenty-five patients 
studied the v.rorker saw the patient's personality as the 
major reason for resistance to discharge and in very few o f 
the cases were the reasons related to the patientls s.nx iety 
about his illness. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ROLE OF THE SOCIAL WORKER WITH 
CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 
In Chapter III we saw the general problems presente d 
by the pa.tients studied. It was fo1-md that the older, 
unattached and unemployed men were well represented in this 
group of veterans . Among those unemployed patients, 72 per 
cent were medically employable. This 1'1fould indicate the 
ex istence of problems other than medical ones underlying 
their unemployment. The social worker, in evaluating the 
outstanding problems underlying the patient's resistance to 
discharge found that in twenty of the twenty-five patien t s 
studied the veter·an' s personality was the outstanding reason 
for resistance to discharge. 
Having seen the problems as the patients presented 
them and as the social worker evaluate d them, let us now 
consider what services the social -vmrker extended to help 
solve, or at least alleviate, these problems. 
In the opinion of this author, for a person to function 
adequat ely three things are important: 1) an objective for 
living; 2) continuity of warmth, affection, and support; 
and 3) security, both financial and emotional. A man who 
has lost the first two .will cling to the third tenaciously. 
A person can often find a substitute for the third in a 
hospital setting. In working with such a man, the social 
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worker mus t not only demonstrate that life can still hold 
interest and satisfying activity, but that there is some-
thing within himself that is deserving of appreciation and 
warmth, and that there are people in the community who will 
give him these things. 
How does the social worker do these things ? An es -
sential aspect of the medical social worker 's activities 
is case"rork and the appropriate interview method is basic 
in the casevrork process. Wi th the conscious and controlled 
use of the worker-patient relationship in the interview, 
the patient is enabled to utilize his energies t o help him-
self gain a more compatible solution of his emotional and 
medical-social problems. The goal of the caseworker and 
the techniques used by her, are determined by the nature of 
the patient's problems, his ability to participate in c a se-
work treatment and the probable duration of his hospitali-
zation. The need for discharge within a reasonable time is 
certainly of great importance if the Veterans Administration 
Hospital is to serve the veteran population and the long 
v-Jai ting list of veterans in need of treatment . As a repre-· 
sentative of the hospital the social worker is o:f necessity 
given s ome authori ty in the casework service that is being 
given to the veteran. This authority as a representative 
of the hospital does, howev er , be come a problem for the 
caseworker in instances where the veteran may feel that 
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discharge is premature. The caseworker must primarily 
understand the veteran and his situation while keeping in 
mind as a representative of the hospital the need for dis-
charg e within a reasonable time. The patient must be helped 
to accept separation from the hospital but this usually 
takes some time. Some patients require longer contact with 
the social worker than do others in order to work out their 
r esistance. It is essential to get an early p icture of how 
the patient sees the problem and his attitudes t oward it. 
Often a prompt referra.l which will provide an opportunity 
for the patient to express his feeling s with a less authori-
tative fi gure than his doctor will help him to overcome 
some of his blocking and think through the realities of the 
medical situation. 
The e x tent of service that can be rendered by a medi-
cal social worker not only depends upon the duration of 
contact -vdth a patient but also on the nature of' the prob-
lem under consideration and the setting in which the social 
worker functions. In twenty of the twenty-five patients 
studied the vJOrker saw the patient 1 s personality as the 
major problem underlying resistance to discharge. Among 
these patients there existed several f orms of severe per-
sonality disorders, namely, the pre-psychotic, suicidal and 
alcohol ic patients. There were also several with p sycho-
somati c illnesses and illnesses of psychogeni c origin. 
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These are patients all of whom could be considered to have 
v.reak ego-s true tures. casework t-.ri th them would necessarily 
be or a supportive nature. 
support has been defined by the Research Committee of 
the Social Service Department at the Boston Veterans Adm~ 
tration Hospital as follows: 
Through the casework relationship providing 
acceptance, interest, understanding and encourage-
ment to develop ego strength in order to promote 
the patient's confidence in his ability to handle 
his situation adequately and thus by relieving his 
anxiety increase his ability to function better. 
In deciding what is to be supported , the worker makes a 
full assessment of the strengths and weaknesses in the 
patient's medical and social s ituation and supports those 
strengths while recognizing the weaknesses as they may pre-
sent limitations in working with the patient. The purpose 
of a supportive relationship is not to motivate change but 
to support the patient's acceptable existing aims and to 
protect him from undue pressure which could contribute to 
a breakdown. Another important part of casework therapy 
is manipulation of the environment to meet the patient's 
needs and the use of social resources. In order to manipu-
late the environment to meet the patient's needs, it is 
essential for the worker to have an understanding of the 
patient's personality structure, his patterns, needs, con-
flicts and defenses, and of the patient in relation to his 
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home setting. The social worker is trained to recogniz e 
and evaluate these factors. When it has been determined 
what needs are being fulfilled by the hospital setting, then 
the social worker can supply an outside resource t hat would 
meet those same needs. In this way a patient ' s resistance 
to dis charge can be lessened and worked out . 
The function of the medical social worker in relation 
to the use of other community agencies and resources may 
appear deceptively simple . It is n ot sufficient to be ac-
quainted ·with the various organizations and their particular 
fields of interest or work . If this were so , any well-
trained clerk could use a directory of social agencies and 
re fe r patients to the proper ones in rote fashion. Many 
ps.ti e nts find it difficult to accept help when it is offered 
directly and bluntly . Others tend to become excessively 
dependent on agencies to the point where they contribute 
little effort of their own . s has been said before, only 
after the so cial worker has achieved a satisfactory working 
relationship 1.11i t h the patient and appreciate s his needs, 
cHn a skillful utilization of resources be made. The social 
worker may then make use of the many resources k nown to her 
and availabl e to the patient• She can make referrals to 
vocational rehabilitation centers, through which the patient 
ms.y be enabled to participate in some occupation which Hill 
give him sati s faction and help him to feel that he is a 
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c ontributing member of the community. She can di rect pa-
tients to sources of fina ncial a s sis tanc e , and she can help 
them with their ac c eptance of this. She can assist with 
arrangements fo r nur sing home, boarding h ome and convales-
cent care and can be helpful to the patient in the area of 
family relationships . 
The s ocial worker may even continue contacts b eyond 
discharge of the patient to help prepare him for readiness 
to acc ep t a referral to a nother a gency . Referrals are 
com~only made either by phone, le tte r ~ or direct contact 
with the other agency . In making referrals, the soc ial 
worker has to be sure of the o ther agenc'JH s function so as 
not to s ubject the patient to re j ection and to insure that 
information needed by that agency to determine the ps.tientt s 
e l igibility will be given. She mu st abstract and make 
meani ngful the medica l di agnosis in t erms of i ts effects on 
the patient ' s u sual a ct i vit ies and his reaction to it . She 
must give some i ndic a tion of h is family relationships, their 
r eac t i on t o h im the key person or persons who can be hel p -
ful , and must indica te hov.r much has been done and where her 
responsibil ity li es . In other words, in order to do the 
above , the referring person must know the patient ' s whol e 
si tuation. 
f few c se illustrat i on s mi ght demonstrate the type of 
problems presented and the servic es extended by the so ci al 
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wor ker to help alleviate t h e se problems. (Thes e cases have 
be en copi ed e xactly as f ound in the social service records. ) 
This thirty- fiv e year old pa t ient was trans -
fer r ed to t h is hosp ital from another hospital with 
the e xpectations of I'econstrv ..cting his esophagus 
1·rhich was damaged hw years ago when he sHallovJed 
lye i n a suicide attempt . At that time h e suffe red 
many losses - -the loss of both parents wi thin the 
same year , s eparation from service, and a separa-
t ion and divorce from h is wife aft e r a marr i ag e 
which lasted four months . patient seems to have 
a good deal of hostility towards his own family 
members 1-v i t h the e x cepti on of one sis t er and 
brother-in-lmv , 11Jho a r e the only ones who have 
shown any intere st in him during h i s hospitalization, 
and also seems to have a g reat amount of hostili ty 
toward s -vwmen. This seems t o be a car ry-over of 
h is fe elings towards his mo t h er , v.rhom h e does not 
f eel gave him sufficient 1 6 ve and attention . The 
patient is one of six chi l d ren, tv.ro se ts of chil-
dren as both par ents were married twice . He vie"I.,!S 
his father as a strong str i ct parent and h is 
mo ther a s a 1.-veak person unable to make decisions. 
It is also significant t hat he des cribe s his wife 
as being a woman unable to make decisions, depe nds 
on other people than the patient to ma ke decisions 
for her . There were indications that patient had 
been pretty much of a behavior probl em f o llowing 
dis ch arge from service, and it is poss i bl e t hat he 
1.ras an a lcoholic, a lthough he 1.ras never able to 
openly dis cuss this with me, bu t indications were 
from what he s id t hat this had been a problem t o 
him and that he h ad tried to control the dr i nking 
1.vi thou t mu ch succes s . During the p eriod of hosp i-
taliza t ion, ther e we re several sur·g i c a l p rocedures 
to determine whether the esophagus could be rebui l t. 
Th e extent of d ama ge preclu.ded repa ir of h i s esopha.-
g us and he was t old that all that could be done wa s 
done during this period of hospitallzation. He had 
had stomach surgery , as h e had comp l a ined of di -
gestive difficulty. Although there appeared to be 
symptoms of' an u lc er, it was though t that possibl y 
the conc.U t i on might be related to emotional f'ac tors . 
Following each surgica l procedure , t h e pati ent 
seemed to become extreme ly depressed . Frequ e n t 
contacts with him durlng these periods seeme d to 
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help him overcome his depressed feelings and to 
understand that they were related to his fears 
about surgery and also his hostility tov.rards his 
family who had not g iven him emotional support 
which he seeks . This patient appears to be a very 
passive , dependent indi v i dual who feels that 
people in his environment have let him d01•m. He 
defends himself against clos e rela tionships with 
his f amily and 1.ri th others . He related superficial -
l y to other patients. There is reality in that 
there is qui te a rapid turnover of patients on the 
Surgical Service. Patient s eemed to respond , how-
ever, quite well to the surgeons on his ward and 
also to wor ker . Initially, h is response was rather 
superficial, but as the patient found that I was 
ac cepting of him and his host i l e feelings towards 
o thers and that I Has going to understand and help 
h i m, he seemed to accept the relationship and to 
use it constructively . When it was determined 
that s~Tgery could not be done to repair the esopha -
gus, patient needed a great deal ·or support around 
his disappoin t ment . He ~va s helped to determine 
what he wanted for himself in the future . He de -
cided that he did no t want to continue ins t itutional 
living . With the wor1cer ' s belief and acceptance 
of his desire to establish himse1f in the community, 
patient was able to move in that direction, al-
though he had many fears about be ing able to do 
this . In talking about the f eeding problem (prepara-
tion of f ood for tube feedings), t he housing prob -
lem and vocational probl em, he was able to see 
that :h.e could manage fairly adequate l y in the com-
mu_ni ty. He was referred to Vocational Counseling 
for e valuat ion of a possible training pro gram and 
was helped to plan for this through a VA Regional 
Office . It was my: feeling that patient found it 
difficult to be a r s eparation from this hospital, 
where he had had the interest and attention of 
many staff members. He was helped to move out o f 
the hospi tal by assuring him of the VA ' s continued 
concern and willingness to help him become reha-
bilitated . The patient needed a good deal of ego 
support and frequently expressed confidence in his 
abi lity to achieve his goals. Pa tient doe s have 
real mechani c al ability in working with small 
i nstruments. During the period of hospitalization, 
h e worked in a concentrated fashion on jewelry work 
and ship models, as well as studying a correspond-
ence course in watch repairing. He hopes to take 
more formal education and is to follow through on 
t h is when he is returned to t he- · ~co,romunity. 
The patient was discharged from this hospi -
tal a nd retu r n ed to the hospital whi ch had trans-
ferr ed him here. A letter h as be e n sen t to the 
VARO social Service Dept., r e ferring the patient 
for continued casework servi ce. 
Durine hi s period of h osp italization, there 
was some d iscus s ion of his situation with my psychi-
atric consultant who saw t his pa t ient a s a very 
dependent oral chara cter whose oral suicide at-
tempt was an expression of anger a gainst the people 
in h is situation who had let him down. He is like 
a child crying when the mother leaves. His hostili-
ty is r e pressed; therefore he ge ts extremely de-
pres sed follm-1ing surgery, perhaps out of his need 
for punishment and possibly he sees the operation 
as punishment for h is hostile wishes toward s his 
fami ly members and others who have not given him 
t h e appreciation and s upport which he needs . I 
do feel optimistic about this patient's r ehabili-
tation if he does get e nough support to e s tabli sh 
h i mself in his communi ty. There is one positive 
in tha t he is reasonably close to one of his 
sisters, 1.-1ho h a s shown some interes t in him and 
his hospitalization. 
In t h is c ase we can see that the main problem under-
lying the pa t ien t 's desire to remain in the hospital is a 
psycholog ical one. The s ocial worker interested in thi s 
pa tient had contact with him for a period of six months . 
During this time her continued interest in him and accept-
ance of h is feelings formed the basis for a meaningful 
relationship with him and through this relationship he was 
enabled to gain a solution to his probl ems . Depression is 
a r esult of hostility t u rned inwards a nd it often occurs 
in r e lation to a los s of some k ind. The depth of the 
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depre ssion usua lly i s dependent upon the de gr e e of ambiva-
lent f eel i ngs about the lost love d object. The depressed 
patient i s one who has a great deal of hostility to those 
who have le t him down and one who f eels extremely worth-
less. A social worker i·wrking with a patient of this kind 
can do much to help. Over a period of time her continued 
intere s t does much to h elp restore a feeling of personal 
worth. Her acceptance of the pat i ent's hostility helps him 
to feel less guilty about having t h e se feelings, makes him 
feel h e is understood, and acts to serve as a corrective 
e xperi ence. The patient begin s to feel that the worker is 
really interested and that therefore he must be worth her 
inter es t. P. s can be seen in this case the worker frequently 
e xpress e d her confidence in the patient ' s ability, a form 
of support. The fact that this patient had had so few sat~ 
factions in the past and had not received recognition from 
his r e latives probably made it increasingly difficult for 
him to accept separation from the hospital where he had re-
ceived these thing s. The work er helped lessen his resist-
ance by letting him know that she or the hospital would not 
"let him down" but would continue to be interested and 
willing to help him become rehabilitated . Concrete steps 
taken in this direction gave further proof to the patient 
that the worker was not letting him down. Th e worker helped 
the patient retu~n to the community as a contributing member 
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feeling this would bring him some satisfaction by referring 
him to vocational counseling for evaluation of possible 
training progr8111 and helping him to p lan f or this . The 
worker also recognized the probability of the patient ' s 
continuing need to have someone i n terested in him and to 
give him support so she arranged for these things by re-
ferring the patient for continued casework service. All of 
thes e thing s helped to make discharge from the hosp ital 
less threatening for him. 
The follot-Ting is an excerpt from a case about a forty-
nine year old single Italian man who had had contact with 
the social worker for a period of nine months . He was 
hospitalized Hi th a diagnosis of sprue, i.ia s considered to 
be a p aranoid personality "\-lho had great difficulty in form -
ing meaningful relationships . He had been incarcerated for 
five years prior to his admission to this hospital for 
stealing, had an irregular v1ork his tor~r and was not capable 
of assuming much respon~ibility . He complaine d constantly 
about his care in the hospital, was very hostile and felt 
people were against him. The worker attempted to help this 
patient view h i s complaints more realistically and tried 
to help him view the effect of h i s behavior on others; how -
ever, she had but limit e d success in this undertaking . 
In December patient p rogressed to the p o int 
where the aoctors felt that discharge planning 
should be initiated . The Vocational Counseling 
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Division was contac ted for help i n securing a job 
for him . However, patient resi sted any attempts 
made to help him mo ve from t he hospital. He comp -
lained that although his spru e had been brought 
under control, his leg was botherin g him so much 
tha t he did not feel able to te.ke a job. The 
doctor examined him and could find no physical 
basis for h is complaints about h i s leg. It was 
fel t by all conc e r ned that everything that could 
be done for this patient had been done and comp-
laints about his leg were indicative of h is re sis t-
ance to discharge. Work er felt that patient was 
an oral dependent person who would ne ed much s up-
port in returning to community living . 
Early in January, the patient was presented 
at the Rehabilita tion Board meeting and all interest-
e d in him were pr esent. When aske d whether he 
would be interested in a veteran s domicile he said 
he would rather work but was having trouble with 
bis leg. The doctor decided that the patient shoul d 
try working in the h ospital ki t chen as part of his 
rehabi litation to see if he would be able to do 
this with no ill effects. 
During the following t wo months patient re-
fused to 1.-;orlc the prescribed seven hours and was 
actually only putting in t wo hours a day . He ex-
pressed much hostility about this, fe eling he did 
not plan to wor k VJithout being paid. Hi s working 
had caused no ill effects so i n :f\·Iarch, the Vo-
c ational Counseling Division began contacting agen-
cies about a job for the patient. He was g iven 
several leads but refused the positions for various 
reasons. I n Apri l t he doctor told the patient he 
would have to leave the hospital . A job was lo-
cated f or him in a kitchen as a dishwasher, the 
kind of work he had formally been employed in. 
patient expressed a g ood deal of anxiety about 
having to l e ave the hospital , wonderin g whether 
he would be able to do a go od job and if he would 
be able to get along . Worker gave him support , 
str e ssing the fact he had been doing good work 
while in the hosp ital and had also done well in 
t he past. 1-Jorker arranged to secure a room for 
him and guaranteed one week's rental of the room 
f'or him as he had no money. Worker also gave him 
enough money for meals and transportation until he 
received his first pay check. 
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patient left the bospital and returned later 
to say he liked his job and was doing well. 
\•Je see in this case that the major• problem unc.lerlying 
the patient ' s reluctance to leave the hospital as being one 
of a personality disorder. This patient, because of his 
weak ego-structure and his great dependency needs, had 
never been able to assume much responsibility for himself. 
His work history bore this out in that he always took a job 
that did not demand much of him. He had a very low thresh-
hold of frustration and whenever he felt overwhelmed or did 
not feel his demands were being met, he vlOuld act out his 
hos tili ty by stealing. He had been confined to institution-
al living a good pe.rt of' his life and this plus the fact he 
felt very inadequate made it increasingly difficult for 
hirr to face the problems involved in community living . 
Although the so c ial worker had a period of nine months 
in which to work wi th this patient, his ability to partici-
pate in casevJOrk treatment ~.vas limited due to his inability 
to form anything but a superficial relationship. Because 
of this, the work er 's goal in working with him was neces-
sarily limited. Treatment consisted of' allovJing the patient 
to vent his feelings of hostility, acceptance of these 
feelings and attempts to h elp him look more realistically 
at his complaints that others were trying to take advantage 
of him. The patient was not able to verbalize his fears 
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about leaving the h ospital and having to asstune responsi-
bility but did project his reasons for this reluctance on-
to finances and converted some of h i s anxiety into a bodily 
s~nptom in the form of leg pains. The worker did not feel 
the patient would be able to accept his feelings of inade-
quacy so did not go into this with him. Instead she tried 
to allay his fears indirectly by securing for him the kind 
of position that he would feel capable of handling. The 
v.rorkers continued interest in this patient may have done 
quite a bit in helping him feel less inadequate. Also , her 
praise of his past achievements and her expressed confid-
ence in his ability to do well may have allayed some of his 
fears. The rendering of concrete services such as money 
for a room, meals and transportation, made it possible for 
him to at least make an attempt at working and shifted some 
of the responsibility for making these arrangements away 
from himself. The h ospital's continued interest in the form 
of periodic check-ups and the granting of an LOA i nstead of 
a complete discharge n1ay have helped him to feel t hat he 
i.ills not completely on his own--that he did have someone to 
turn to. The patient was not referred for continued case-
v.rork service, but it is highly improbable that he would 
have benefited from this because of his inability .to-~'form 
anything other than superficial relationships. A prerequi-
site for effective casework therapy is the ability to form 
r 
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a meaningful relationship . 
This case a lso g ives an example of hoH the doctor and 
the s ocial worker can effectively work together in treating 
the whole patient. The doctor allowed the pa tient to re-
main in the hospital longer than vJas medically necessary 
and a part of his rehabilitation recommended he -v10rk in 
the ki tchen believing this would help the patient realiz e 
he could v.rork and would make discharge to the com...rnuni ty 
less threatening for him. 
The following is a case of an elderly surgical patient 
that had contact with the social worker for a period of 
eight days. The goals in working with this patient were 
no t attained . Several or all of the following reasons may 
have accounted for t h is, the nature of the patient's prob-
lem, t h e brief duration of contact with the social worker 
a nd/or the social worker ' s limited e xperience in work ing 
with patients of this type . 
Patient was r eferred by surgical resident for 
discharge planning . Patient is recovering from 
surgery involving removal of a cancerous bladder. 
The result of thi s operation is that the patient 
voids through the rectum. Patient is a sixty-fi ve 
year old single retired t elephone employee who 
lives alone . The doctor felt that he should have 
convalescent care for about three weeks . 
patient , a short slight man, showed resistance 
to discussing dischare e plans, saying that he does 
not feel that his wolmd has healed properly . tle 
h ad difriculty expressing what the operation means 
to him, saying that it is n ot a 11 nic en s ubject to 
talk about. He postponed making p lans until the 
"zero" day. By this he meant the day the doctor 
would tell him definitely he would have to leave 
the h ospi tal . 
Patient displaced anxiety from h is operation 
to an arthritic condition of his foot, which he 
talked about at length and said i t gives him some 
pain. 
During our intervie1r.1s and those with the 
docto r and nurse, the follm.ving information was 
learned: The doctor said that there h ad been no 
vJay to prepare the patient for his radic al surgery 
since tests had been negative, and cancer wa s 
discovered only during the operation . The patient 
wa.s no t told that h e has cancer. The nur se describe s 
the patient as being extremely fastidious and that 
h e r eacted very strong ly to the inconvenience cau . ed 
by his operation. He was embarrassed and resent-
ful. 
patient looked depressed and he often smiled 
sadly during the interview . He was ambivalent in 
h i s feelings towards the hos ital, at one point 
stressing h is uneasiness at being "confined" with 
so many other people, at ano ther expressing fear 
of heine; away from the doctors \vho " k new his ce.se." 
He spoke with evident pride of his work as com-
mercial representative fo r the tel(3phone company . 
He felt that he 1vorked wi th " high- class ed11 peopl e 
and that he made 11 goo d contacts" . This had a great 
deal of meaning to him, and he cried while talking 
about his enforced resignation at the age of sixty-
f ive. He had been with the company for thirty 
years . 
Of his family life, h e said that " he -vras his 
own family". He I•Jas the youngest of five children; 
one sister and tHo bro thers died before the age of 
five. Another brother and h e g rew up tog ether; 
this brother died four and one - half years aeo 
after suffering .from arthritis .for thirty years. 
He did not s pea k much of his parent s except to 
say t h at his mother ' s sickness had prevented his 
marriage .,,rhen he was yo1-mg . Since then he has 
wanted to marry s everal time s but something always 
prevented hi s me.rr·iage . He has a woman friend now, 
" a confirmed old maid". He expr essed disappoint -
ment over the fact that h e never married and he 
feels that h is cherished independence has let him 
d oy,rn n ow. 
Financial ly , he has 0 213.00 a month in bene-
fi ts and feels that he can get along mode stly on 
that . He pays ~~ 60.00 a month rent for his apart -
ment and d i scussed the possibil ity of paying 
$ 30.00 a week for a conva l escent home . After re -
j e cting all suggestions for convales c ent c are for 
several differ ent reasons , such as t he distance, 
t h e expense, the fear of his re j e ction at a home , 
patient d id s t ay in the hospital a Heek a fter he 
was eligibl e for dischar ge and did go di r ectly to 
his o>-m home efter making arran gements lvi t h h i s 
n g irl friend" to do the mar ke ting and cooking for 
i m for a f ew week s until he feel s stronger . 
Wo r ker de ide d t hat the deep i mplicati ons of 
this probl em woul d not be expl ored with the patient 
but that t h e goal would be to hel p the patient t o 
e x re ss h is feelings of annoyance, to universalize 
about these f eelings , t o present al t ernat ives for 
care af ter leaving the hospi tal, and to suppor t 
him in whatever plan he chooses . 
I n psychiatric consultation, the doctor s a id 
t hat s ince the patient did not k now the factors 
of the operation, all he had to go on was pure 
emo ti on. It is natural that such a radic e l opera -
t ·· on i1Ji thout e xplanation would be a traumatic ex -
p erience arousing gr ea t anxiety. There is n o way 
of knowing how the patient wi l l react to t he ac-
companying depression, since our knm...r l edge of his 
past performanc e is s o s c anty. 
I mpressiop: The rather .feminine appearance 
of this man , toge ther Hitb. b.is e111ph"si s on " nice -
n ess", and the fRet t hat he never m8.rried indicates 
that he may hav e had some fears regar ding his 
mascul inity. These f ears were p robabl y mobi l ized 
by t he operation . Hi s defense of i ntellectuali -
zation, isol a tion a nd displacement were not adequate 
to mee t thi s challenge , a.nd he appeared to be very 
anxious and depressed . His p ers onality structnre 
ha s many compul siv e elements , for exrunpl e, the 
ritual of exactness he p erformed whi l e shavin g and 
eating . Ev ery t hing hcd to be in its proper place. 
He had performed sat i sfactorily i n one pos ition 
.for thirty years and e vidently had been able to 
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adjust to previous losses without too great an ex-
pense to himselr. 
He used the casework relationship to voice 
some or his reelings about his resignation rrom 
work, his independence, and a little about his 
reelings about the hospital. He expressed pleas-
ure at having someone in the hospital setting 
concerned about him. The way he relt about things 
was genuine but might also have been his way or 
expressing hostility toward the doctors who ac-
cording to him don't care once an operation has 
been performed. 
This case dirrers rrom the two preceding ones in that 
the outstanding reason underlying this patient's resistance 
to discharge can be attributed to a great amount or realis-
tic anxiety about his illness. In view or this patient's 
personality structure, his rears and conrlicts, one might 
expect that an operation of the kind perrormed on him 
woul d be very upsetting. Certainly to a patient who places 
so much value on cleanliness and "niceness", an illness 
or this sort with its accompanying feelings could produce 
tremendous anxiety. However, the anxiety associated with 
this particular illness can be round in persons with many 
other types of personality structures. It has been 
shown by writers that cancer patients have a good deal 
or guilt associated with this illness. 1 They feel it is 
something unclean, t o be kept hidden and to be ashamed of. 
1. Ruth D. Abrams and Jacob E. Finesinger, "Guilt 
Reactions in Patients with cancer," cancer, 6:474-482, 
April, 19$3. 
r 
It is not definite that this patient was aware he had can-
cer although he might have suspected it in view of the fact 
that no attemp t • ...ras made to inform him of his diagnosis and 
no opportunity was g iven him to cor~~unicate in the area of 
his illness. IVJ: any of his statements to the social worker 
• 
would lead one to believe that h e did suspect he had can-
cer, for i n stance, "it is not nice to talk about the opera-
tion" in other 1-rords , it should be kept hidden because it 
is bad. Also, his fear of being rejected at a convalescent 
home, his uneasiness at being confined with so many other 
people--perhaps he unknowingly feared he would infect 
others . Even if this patient had not suspec ted he had 
cancer the phantasies and accompe.nying fears he would have 
about such a trat@atic operation would cause a great amount 
of anxiety . 
It is unfortunate that we do not have a clearer idea 
of just what the operation meant to this patient, or more 
information about his girl friend; however , his r eluctance 
to leave the doctor " who kne'I.-T his case" is understandable. 
r 
As far as he was concerned, his wound had not healed proper- 1 
ly. 
The social worker who had contact with this patient 
certainly seemed to have many problems in working with him. 1 
She probably had many fears herself about encouraging the 
patient to express h is feelings, perhaps wondering how she 
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wou l d handle hi s queries about h i s condition. One might 
i.ionder at this point v.rhether it would have been easier f'or 
this p atient to leave the hospital if' he had known his 
diagn osis and whether he woul d have been able to accept it. 
one might suspect that one reason he had not questioned the 
doctor about his condition was that he did n ot want to know 
that he had can cer. We can app r e ciate the worker's prob - 11 
lem in that she could not have helped him withhis f' e eling s 
about hi s illness unless he knew what his illne ss was. 
Ho1rrever., it would hav e helped to k now s omething about h ow 
the 9a t ient had reacted to past experiences in lif'e in 
orde r to deterraine how he would have reacted if' told his 
diagno sis. 
The worker 's continued interest in this patient may 
have h elped him to f'e e l that he really was not "unclean" 
and her permissiveness and encouragement of' his own de -
cision making in regard to discharge planning mus t have 
meant a good deal to him, especially vlhere he took such 
pride in being able to be independent. She was showing 
him that he could still be independent, even though he had 
had this radical operation and was indirectly conveying to 
him her belief' he could f'unction adequately f'or himself' 
outside of' the hos p ital. This again exemplifies the appli-
cation of' supportive therapy. It might be well to note 
here the short pe riod of' time the student social worker h ad 
to work with this patient. If the length or contact had 
been of a longer duration it may have been p ossible for the 
patient to convey some or hi s fears to the social worker . 
This agai n points out the need ror prompt referrals . 
The writer has attempted to demonstrate in her selec-
tion of these particular cases, the major types of problems , 
under l y ing resistance to discharge, the type or thera y lj 
used by the social worker in helping to les s en this r es i s t- ' 
ance and an evaluation or the results of the casework serv-
1 
ices rende r ed . In reference to the first point or analysis 
1eie see that the outstanding problem underlying resi stance 
to discharge was that of a personality disorder in the 
first t wo cases p resented . The third case differs from the 
other t"t\TO in that an.."'<:iety related to illness was seen as 11 
t he outstanding p roblem. The se hJ'O problems were character-
istic or the samp le chosen for study. 
In reference to the second point of analysis we see 
tha t supportive cas ework was used in all thre e illustra-
tions. This would be expected in view of the types of 
pe rsonalities under con sideration in this study. As could 
be seen the goal in working with a ll three patient was not 
to p roduce change but to support existing strengths and to I 
protect the p atients from breakdowns . The goals i•Jere shown 
to b e dependent on the nature of the particular problem 
under consideration, the duration of c ontact Hith the 
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patient and his ability to particip ate in casework treat- r 
ment. The use of social resources was demonstrated in two 
of the three cases presented. 
In order to evaluate the casework services rende r e d, 
the writer selected these three cases with the purpose of 
demonstrating instances where the goal of therapy had b een II 
achieved, p artially ach ieve d and not achieved. The fact ors 
underlying these results were discussed and related to the 
nature of the problem under consideration, the duration of 
cont a ct with the social vJOrker, the skill of the social 
work er, and the ability of the patient to participate in 
casework treatment. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to present a profile of 
patien ts resisting discharge contrary to medical advice 
;,-.ri th the object of determining some of the factors involved 
in their resistance, and how the social worker was of help 
to this group. 
Twenty-five patients on the medical and/or surgical 
s ervic e s at the Boston veterans Administra tion Hospital 
were examined in relation to four phases: 1) their medical 
status, 2) their socio-economic status, 3) the main factors 
contributing to their resistance, and 4) the role of the 
social worker in helping these patients to move from the 
hospital. It was felt that such a study, exploratory in 
n ature, would furnish useful leads for further research in 
t h is problem . 
The histories of patients in this group of varying 
medical, p sycho-social and economic statuses suggested that 1 
the emotional component played a role in the course of the 
disease and in their ability to mak e an optimum adjustment . 
Unresolved emotional difficulties were evident in their 
resistance to discharge. For the social worker this had 
s ignificance. In some of the case s resistance could be 
anticip ated because of the medical-social situation-- the 
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chronic alcoholi c group which numbered ten. Certainly the 
one epileptic patient whose disease was uncontrolled had 
a realistic reason ror resistance to discharge because or 
anticipated ostracism from family, friends, and work. The 
four patients who complained of symp toms for which no medi-
cal diagnosis could be made, might be expected to resist 
discharge unless some rorm or therapy could reli eve their 
long standing personality difficulties which were expressed 
by somatic disturbances. The patients with chronic and 
acute illnesses or whi ch there were ten, needed more help 
in the area or psycho-socio-economic p lanning before re-
sistance to discharge could be dispelled. This was the 
group with which the social worker could bring about dis-
charge with the most ease. 
The social worker appeared to be or some help in the 
patient's eventual discharge in all the cases. She helped 
with economic planning, adjus ted the environmental situ-
ation, contacted relatives and got their support. From 
the records this author found that a lthough the social 
worker in evaluating the outstanding reasons underlying 
resistance to discharge recognized and helped with the 
realistic problems racing these patients at the point or 
discharge, in twenty out or the twenty-rive cases studied, 
a personali ty disorder was considered to be the main reason 
underlying this resistance. An outstanding majority of 
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these pa tients were dependent personalities. It was fel t 
tha t the reality p roblems were in effect direct results of 
underlying emotional problems. However, it was significant 
that in s even out of twelve c a ses the p atient attributed 
the outstanding reason for his resistance to his anxiety 
about his illness. 
From examining the role of the social worker in helping 
patients with this p roblem to mov e from the hospital it was I 
found that: 1) the main type of service that was rendered 
by the social worker was supportive casework, and 2) the 
extent and typ e of service g iven by the social worker was 
dependent upon the nature of the problem, the duration of 
contact with the p atient, the ability of the patient to 
participate in casework treatment and the nature of the 
setting in which the social worker fUl~ctions. 
It may be said that many patients who resist discharge 
contrary to medical advice seemed to be people who had 
fairly deprived lives prior to their hospitalization and 
that this deprivation seems to have resulted in severe 
emotional problems. All the patients appeared to be very 
dep endent personalities and/or severely disturbed personali-
ties, a large percentage being chronic alcoholics. 
The older, unattached and unemp loyed men who lived 
alone made up a l arge group in this sample. The main source 
of income in the ma jority of cases was a government pension 
li 
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and one of the major problems t hey appeared to have in 
common -v.ras in the area of securing living quarters at the 
p oint of discharge . Hany of these p e.tients gave up their 
accommodations upon admi ss ion to the hos p ital although the 
ma jority were not compelled to do so . 
The medical social -v.rorker 1-mrking -vJ"ith a patient with 
this p roblem can help him to move from the hospital by 
g iving him the a ccep tance, understanding and support he 
needs and by furnishing him with outside resources that 
currently had been met in the hospital. The extent and 
type of service given will be dependent upon the individual 
patient and the nature of his problem. Other fac t ors af-
fecting the na ture of · the service g iven to the patient was 
the duration of c ontact with the patient, his ability to 
participate in casework treatment and t h e nature of the 
setting in 1.-1hich the social worker functions. 
Conclusions 
Th e author wish es to stress tha t the conclusions of 
this s tudy are t entative a nd can be revise d by further 
research in this area . Any other project undertaken should 
have a more repres entative sample. It would be interesting 1 
if another study of thi s prob l em were to be done in a pri -
vate community h osp ital. As no statistics are avai l able 
c oncer ning the nm.1ber or p sycho- social makeup of patients 
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who resist discharge at any given time, it Hould be worth-
whi le to have a study of this nature done comparing the 
relationship between its incidence in a Veterans Adminis -
tra.tion and a private community hospital. It might also 
be of value if a follow-up study could be done on patients 
known to Social service who have resisted discharge in 
order to more accurately evaluate t he services that have 
b e en rendered by the social worker and to determine what 
other services , if any, could have been useful in helping 
these patients . 
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APPENDIX 
SCHEDl!'LE 
Schedule questions for thesis on Patient s Res isting 
Discharge at the Ve terans Administration Hos pital, Boston . 
I. SOCIO-ECONOMI C DATA 
A. Age 
B. Sex 
c. Marital status of Patient 
D. Occupational status 
E . Economic Status 
1. Prior to hospitalization 
2. During hos pitalization 
F . Househ old Accommodations prior to Hospitalization 
1. Apartment 
2. Rooming house 
3. Patient's own home 4· Other accormnodations (specify ) 
G. Household Composition 
1. Alone 
2. Patient and spouse 
3. Patient and parents 4. Patient and other relative s 
5. other combinations (specify) 
H. Date of admission to hsopital 
I. Date of referral to Social Service 
J. Source of referral to Social Service 
K. Reason for referral to Soci a l Service 
L. Date of discharge 
II. MEDICAL I NFORMATION 
A· Diagnosis 
B. Me dical treatment while in hospital 
c. Does the patient have any physical handicap resulting 
from his illness? 
D. Physical· state of pa tient at point of discharge 
E. Medical evaluation of patients employability 
F. 111[hat was the pat ient's understanding of' his 
illness? 
G;·. What were the patient t s fe e lings about treatment 
received in the hospital: 
H· Did the patient have plans for future contact 
with the hospital when he 1.-J"as discharged? 
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SCHEDuLE - 2 - Continued 
III. SOCIAL SERVICE DATA 
A. Reasons the patient gave for not wanting to 
leave t he hospital 
B. What is the family's attitude toward having 
the patient return home? 
1. Have they continued to shovJ interest in 
him during his hospitalization? 
2 . other indications 
c. Have his living conditions prior to his 
hospitalization changed? 
1. Is there need for convalescent, terminal 
or nursing home care? 
2. Does he have a place to go? 
3. Is there a financial problem t hat has 
arisen since or because of his illness? 
4· other changes ? 
D· Where did the patient go when he was discharged? 
IV. EVALUATION OF SOCIAL SERVICE HELP TO PATIENT 
A. What doe s the social worker think are the 
reasons why patient resists discharge? 
1. Personality problem 
2 . Environmental problem 
3. other reasons (specify) 
B. What did the social work activity consist of? 
1 . How did the social worker work with the 
pati ent 's resistance? 
2. Other a ctivities (specify) 
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